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The resulting electrical potential of a reverse electrodialysis is
reduced both due to ohmic and non-ohmic resistances. The non-
ohmic resistance is mainly controlled by concentration polariza-
tion which is a considerable challenge in a membrane based pro-
cesses and is a result of accumulation or depletion of specific
ions adjacent to the ionic exchange membranes compared to the
bulk solution. This phenomenon effectively reduces the driving
force across the membrane, hence affects the performance of the
process. The present work aims to present a numerical model
based on coupled Navier-Stokes and Nernst-Planck equations to
predict flow and pressure drop as well as concentration and elec-
trical potential for optimizing the performance of the system, us-
ing OpenFOAM. The model is demonstrated in a flat and spacer-
filled channel for different Reynolds number. The results reveal
that reducing the Reynolds number and introducing flow promot-
ers such as cylindrical corrugations in a dilute solution channel
reduces the resistivity of a RED unit cell, hence increasing the
produced electrical potential. However, introducing cylindrical
corrugations in a concentrated solution channel has an adverse
effect on the resistivity, leading to an unfavorable resistivity in-
crement.

Introduction

Salinity gradient energy (SGE) is a promising source of sustainable energy and is
obtained by mixing two aqueous solutions with different salinity (for example river and
sea water), applying membrane based technologies such as pressure retarded osmosis
(PRO), reverse electrodialysis (RED) or capacitive mixing (CAPMIX) (1, 16–19, 24,
29, 30). The coupling of these technologies for energy generation to their corresponding
desalination technologies can establish a concentration battery (1), for example recently
Kingsbury et al. (3) proposed a concentration battery by coupling of electrodialysis
(ED) and reverse electrodialysis (RED). During charging of a ED/RED battery, ions
move from the dilute solution towards the concentrated solution through ED, and during
discharging by RED, the electrical current is reversed and ions move back from the
concentrated to the dilute solution, restoring the initial condition. A schematic of a
RED stack is shown in Figure 1. The stack consists of series of channels separated
by ion-selective membranes. Concentrated and dilute solutions are pumped through
these channels. Anion exchange membranes (AEM) are used to let anions transport
and cation exchange membranes (CEM) are used to let cations transport; thus an ionic



Figure 1. Schematic of a RED stack.

current will be established between the concentrated and dilute solutions. Polyvalent
salts such as FeCl2 and FeCl3 are the two electrode rinse solutions at both ends of the
stack for redox reaction to convert the ionic flux to electrical current and harvesting an
ionic current to power an external load (25–27). The open circuit potential for a unit
cell depends on the concentration of concentrated and dilute solutions, temperature and
the perm-selectivity of the two membranes, described by Equation 1 (2, 16):

EOCP = 2
βRT

F
ln
(

Cc

Cd

)
, [1]

where Cc and Cd are concentrations of the concentrated and dilute solutions, respec-
tively. F is Faraday’s constant, T is temperature, R is the universal gas constant and β

is the average perm-selectivity. Due to the resistivity of the unit cell, the produced volt-
age from the unit cell is lower than EOCP and decreases as electrical current increases.
In fact, this potential decrease is due to both ohmic loss, concentration change in the
boundary layer and concentration change in the bulk of the solution. Potential drop due
to concentration change in the boundary layer and concentration change in the bulk of
the solution can be interpreted as non-ohmic potential loss (2). In other words, non-
ohmic resistance can be calculated by dividing of the non-ohmic potential loss by the
current density. The produced potential of the unit cell can be expressed as follows (2):

Eunit cell = EOCP− rohmic j− rnon-ohmic j, [2]

where, rohmic is the ohmic area resistance (Ω.m2) and rnon−ohmic is the non-ohmic area
resistance (Ω.m2). If there is no current, the produced potential of the system is equal
to the open circuit potential (EOCP), and can be calculated according to Equation 1. The



ohmic area resistance of the unit cell can be calculated by the Equation 3 (2, 16):

runitcell =
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1−σ
+

rCEM

1−σ
+
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ε2 · kc
+
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ε2 · kd

)
, [3]

where rAEM and rCEM are the area resistance of the AEM and CEM, respectively. σ is
the mask fraction or the shadow factor of non-conductive spacers (2) and ε is the spacer
porosity, hd and hc are the heights of the dilute and concentrated solutions compart-
ments, kc and kd are the concentrated and dilute solutions conductivities, respectively.
The maximum power density (W/m2) of the RED unit cell is calculated as below:

Pmax
RED =

1
runit cell

EOCP
2

4
. [4]

Another source of power loss during energy generation by membrane based technolo-
gies is concentration polarization. During the ion transport through the membranes, ion
concentration near the membrane-dilute solution interface increases compared to the
dilute bulk concentration and ion concentration adjacent to the membrane-concentrated
solution interface decreases compared to the concentrated bulk concentration, there-
for a thin diffusion boundary layer (DBL) along the ion exchange membranes will be
established. Accordingly, the driving force is related to the concentration difference
across the membrane surface which is smaller than the bulk concentration difference
between the two streams; hence this results in reducing the performance of the pro-
cess compared to the theoretical value. This phenomenon is known as concentration
polarization (4, 5, 8, 9). Concentration polarization has been discussed extensively in
the literature (4, 6–8). The concentration polarization effect is also sometimes referred
as non-ohmic resistance (8). In fact, non-ohmic resistance is both due to diffusion
boundary layer resistance and electrical double layer resistance. However, since the
thickness of electrical double layer is significantly lower than the thickness of diffusion
boundary layer, non-ohmic resistance is controlled mainly by diffusion boundary layer
resistance (28). Increasing the flow velocity (Reynolds number) and introducing the
flow promoters (i.e. spacers) can mitigate the concentration polarization and enhance
the mass transfer in membrane-based processes by disturbing the diffusive boundary
layer (4, 7, 10, 11). Vermaas et al. experimentally measured the power density obtained
by RED and assessed the role of Re number on the ohmic and non-ohmic resistances
for channel designs with and without mixing promoters (23). They documented that
a RED stack should operate with small distance between the membranes and at low
flow rates to obtain higher power density with lower pump power consumption (23).
Equation 3 shows that the distance between the membranes (channel height) has to
be reduced particularly for dilute compartment to reduce the resistivity of the stack,
since the conductivity of dilute solution is lower than concentrated solution. However
at low flow rates, the diffusive boundary layer near the membranes and concentration
polarization are considerable; i.e. the non-ohmic resistance is significant. Vermaas et
al. demonstrated that how the non-ohmic resistance in RED can be reduced (resulting
to increase the power density) without increasing the power consumption significantly
(23). They showed also that while the ohmic resistance is almost independent of the
Re number at high Re numbers, the non-ohmic resistance decreases significantly by
increasing the Reynolds number (23). In addition, the ohmic resistance was reported
much higher than non-ohmic resistance for all range of Reynolds numbers and there-
fore the ohmic resistance dominates the power loss. Their observations showed that
at the low Re numbers which are typically used for RED, using of the corrugations



are not that beneficial (23). In practice, the spacers keep the ions selective membranes
separated in a RED stack. Spacers can be ion conductive or non-conductive. Dlu-
golecki et al. documented that non-conductive spacers create a spacer shadow effect
by hindering of ionic transport from the membrane to the solution, resulting to reduce
the available membrane area and increase the ohmic stack resistance (10). They used
ion-conducive spacers to omit spacer shadow effect and enhance the power generation.
They compared theoretical stack resistance and power density of ion-conductive and
non-conductive spacers at different Re numbers (10). Dlugolecki et al. reported that
applying commercially available conductive spacer increases the power density in RED
around 30 to 40% and reduces the resistivity of stack around 20% compared to non-
conductive spacers, considering the same geometry (10). They observed also that by
increasing the flow velocity, concentration polarization reduces and the gross power
density increases (10).

Experimental investigation of mass and momentum transport as well as potential
drop during RED demands time and considerable cost. Computational fluid dynamic
(CFD) is a good alternative. While several studies have been reported to apply CFD
modeling for investigating momentum and mass transfer to find a trade-off between
the pressure loss and mass transfer in a RED channel (4, 6, 9–11, 15, 15), there are
limited studies of electrical potential drop in a RED channel. The interaction between
ionic species and fluid flow can be achieved by solving the coupled Navier-Stokes (NS)
and Nernst-Planck (NP) equations (11, 15), allowing for simultaneous prediction of
flow and pressure fields, concentration and electrical potential, all of which are of in-
terest for the overall performance of the system. Lacey utilized the Nernst equilibrium
equation to calculate the potential of a RED unit cell with flat channels by assuming
a constant boundary layer thickness to obtain the linear concentration profile along the
compartments, analytically (12). Sonin and Probstein also applied Nernst-Planck (NP)
equation to calculate the potential of a ED unit cell with flat channels by assuming fully
developed (parabolic profile) concentration profile (22).

The current work describes a numerical framework for simulation of Navier-Stokes
(NS) and Nernst-Planck (NP) system based on the open source CFD platform Open-
FOAM (20), aiming to predict the influence of flow velocity (by varying Re number
from 1-100) and geometry (flat channel versus cylindrical non-ion conductive spacer-
filled channel) on concentration, pressure drop and electrical potential drop. The nu-
merical result for a flat channel has been verified by comparing the calculated elec-
tric potential drop with an analytical solution proposed by Lacey (12) for both dilute
and concentrated channels. The current simulation framework dose not require given
concentration profile and diffusive boundary layer thickness, as many previous models
needed (12, 22). The influence of Re number and corrugation on the total resistance
of the unit cell (ohmic and non-ohmic resistances), pressure loss as well as electric
potential for both dilute and concentrated channels will be addressed.

Model description

This section is divided into three subsections. First, the characteristics of the two
studied geometries of the channels are illustrated and explained. Second, governing
equations for CFD modeling and associated boundary conditions are described. Finally,
the methodology to perform simulation modeling was discussed.



Geometry

A flat channel and a non-ion conductive spacer-filled channel with cylindrical cor-
rugation are investigated for both concentrated and dilute solutions. Figure 2 shows a
schematic of the two studied geometries with characteristic lengths.

Figure 2. Schematic of the geometry of flat channel and the cylindrical corrugated
channel.

In this figure, H is the height of the channel. The channel includes a small inactive
upstream section with length Li (for both top and bottom walls) in order to remove any
entrance effects on the flow before entering the active membrane section. Lsp is the
distance between the centre of two successive corrugations. An inactive downstream
section with the length of Lo (for both top and bottom walls) is introduced at the end of
the channel to ensure that the created wakes in the downstream of the last corrugation
at high Re numbers is far enough from the outlet boundary to prevent any instability
due to back flow at the outlet. The corresponding values of the parameters for each
geometry is given in Table I.

TABLE I. Characteristic parameters of the studied geometries

Parameter Symbol Value (mm)
Corrugation diameter Dc 0.1
Length of the channel L 7.2
Height of the channel H 0.2
Number of corrugations N 16 (dimensionless)
Height of the corrugation Hc 0.05
Length of inlet or outlet section Li, Lo 0.55
Distance of two successive corrugations centre Lsp 0.4

Mathematical model

The flow in the channel is assumed to be 2-dimensional (~u(x,y)), steady and laminar
and physical properties such as density and viscosity are assumed to be constant, for



given concentrations. The flow between the membranes is governed by the continuity
equation,

∇ ·~u = 0, [5]

and the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations:

ρ~u ·∇~u =−∇p+µ∇
2~u. [6]

The solutions are assumed to be governed by dilute solution theory with activity coeffi-
cients of order unity and the solution is thus fully described by its concentration.

The transport of ions is governed by the Nernst-Plank equation(13, 14, 22), under
the current assumptions given as:

∇ · [Di∇Ci−~uCi +CiµEP∇φ] = 0, [7]

for specie i where Ci is the concentration ([mol/m3]), Di is the diffusivity ([m2/s]), ~u is
the fluid velocity ([m/s]),

µEPi =
DiziF

RT
[8]

is the electrophoretic mobility ([m2/Vs]) where zi is the valency and φ is the electrostatic
potential ([V]).

Assuming two ionic species, denoted + and -, we thus have two transport equations;

(~u ·∇ )C+ = ∇ · (D+∇C+)+∇ · (C+
D+z+F

RT
∇φ ) [9]

and
(~u ·∇ )C− = ∇ · (D−∇C−)+∇ · (C−

D−z−F
RT

∇φ ) . [10]

Introducing the non-dimensional potential:

φ̃ =
Fφ

RT
, [11]

assuming charge neutrality (C+ = C− = C) and monovalent ions (z+ = 1,z− = −1),
equations 9 and 10 simplify to

(~u ·∇ )C = ∇ · (D+∇C)+∇ · (CD+∇φ̃ ) [12]

and
(~u ·∇ )C = ∇ · (D−∇C)−∇ · (CD−∇φ̃ ) . [13]

Multiplication of Equation 12 with D−, Equation 13 with D+ and adding them together,
assuming constant diffusivities, yields

D− · (~u ·∇ )C+D+ · (~u ·∇ )C = 2 ·D+ ·D− ·∇2C [14]

→ (~u ·∇ )C =
2 ·D+ ·D−
D++D−

∇
2C ≡D∇

2C, [15]

where D is an effective diffusivity for the salt. Evidently, the governing equation for
the concentration is decoupled from the electrical potential under the given conditions,
thus simplifying the system of equations to be solved.



Owing to the assumptions of constant physical parameters (e.g. density and viscos-
ity), the flow equations are decoupled from those governing the concentration, allow-
ing for the former to be solved independently of the latter. With known concentration
profiles, the electrical potential can be determined from the conservation of electrical
current density ~j,

∇ ·~j = 0. [16]

The electrical current density can be determined by the flux of the species;

~j = F ∑
i

ziNi = F ∑
i

zi ( Di∇ci−uci + ci
DiziF

RT
∇φ )

= F ( D−−D+ )∇c−Fc( D++D− )∇φ̃ [17]

Introducing the follwoing substitution:

δD =
D+−D−
D++D−

[18]

and invoking Equation 16, one finally obtains:

−δD∇
2c = ∇ · ( c∇φ̃ ) [19]

Boundary condition

The inlet of the domain is specified with uniform concentration with the value
of 0.016 molar (close to the typical salinity of brackish water which is around 0.015
molar), for the dilute solution channel and value of 0.484 molar (close to the average
salinity of seawater which is around 0.6 molar), for the concentrated solution channel.
Figure 3 shows the specified boundary conditions for different parts of the channel. A
constant flux is assumed on the membrane surface, given by:

jw =−D
∂C
∂n

∣∣∣∣
w
, [20]

where n is the wall normal direction and D is the effective diffusivity, representative of
the ionic flux through the membrane.

The value of the velocity at the inlet depends upon the sought Reynolds number,
and is given as parabolic profile. The outlet is specified to atmospheric pressure. The
membranes and spacers set to no-slip condition at walls with zero gradient in pressure.
In the case of the spacer-filled channel, the spacers are assumed non-ion conductive,
with a corresponding zero flux boundary condition. The electric potential at the bottom
wall of the channel is set to zero and the electrical potential on the top wall (active
membrane) will be calculated based on the Equation 17 applying the current density
(A/m2) at maximum power density of the unit cell, as specified in Table II:

TABLE II. Input values for current densities for flat and cylindrical spacer-filled channels

EOCP T A f lat Acyl. r I j f lat jcyl.
(volt) (K) (m2) (m2) (ohm.m 2) (A) (A/m2) (A/m2)
0.176 300 6.4×10−07 5.6×10−07 0.00144 3.66×10−05 57 65



Figure 3. The boundary conditions for a dilute flat channel. The blue line shows the
active membrane section, and the arrows show the diffusion direction from the top and
bottom wall toward the dilute bulk.

The spacers (cylindrical corrugations) are not active in terms of transporting ions
hereupon, the current densities for a flat and corrugated channel will be different due
to different available membrane area. In spite of having same current in both config-
urations, the different current densities will be set to different geometries to keep the
comparison logical.

Methodology

OpenFOAM version 4.1 (20) is used for CFD simulation modeling. The simulation
studies were performed on a small cluster running CentOS 7.4 with 4 Xeon E5-2650
CPUs running at 2.2 GHz equipped with 128 Gb RAM. Details regarding the schemes
and solvers present in OpenFOAM can be found elsewhere (20). Navier-Stokes, conti-
nuity, and Nernst-Planck equations were solved at steady-state condition with a newly
developed steady state in-house solver. This solver is developed based on the SIMPLE
algorithm to calculate the decoupled concentration and electrical potential. The utility
groovy BC (21) is utilized to set the parabolic velocity in the inlet of the channel and
the boundary conditions for electrical potential as described by Equation 17. The utility
funkySetFields (21) is used to set linear concentration profile as boundary condition to
verify the numerical model with analytical solution proposed by Lacey (12).

Results and Discussion

Verification

The purpose of this section is to verify the numerical model with the analytical
solution that proposed by Lacey with assuming a constant boundary layer thickness and
obtaining the linear concentration profile along the compartments (12) to estimate the
potential of a RED unit cell with flat channel. Figure 4 shows the concentration and
the corresponding electrical potential across the height of the dilute compartment for a
linear concentration profile based on Lacey and numerical solution of our model. The
potential changes linearly versus the height of the channel for a constant concentration
profile, since there is no concentration polarization in the dilute bulk solution. When
the concentration profile is varying linearly across the height of the channel at diffusive



boundary layer, the potential becomes a logarithmic function. The figure illustrates
that results estimated by numerical model is in good correspondence with the analytical
solution.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Concentration and the corresponding potential distribution across the height
of a flat channel from Lacey’s analytical model and our numerical simulation. (a) The
concentration profile (b) The corresponding electric potential with j= 77.9 A/m2.

Influence of velocity and corrugations on pressure loss and total resistivity

The purpose of this subsection is to investigate the effect of Re number and corru-
gations on the ohmic and non-ohmic resistivity of dilute or concentrated solution com-
partments and pressure loss. Figure 5 demonstrates the concentration profiles versus
the height of the flat channel at different Reynolds numbers (1, 40 and 100) at the spe-
cific distance from the inlet (X = 0.005 m) for concentrated and dilute solutions. Two
observations can be extracted from this figure. First, the concentration at the center of
the channel is at maximum and minimum values compare to the concentration near the



(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Concentration profiles versus the height of the flat channel at different
Reynolds numbers (1, 40 and 100) at X = 0.005 m from inlet (a) dilute solution, (b)
concentrated solution.

walls of the channel for concentrated and dilute compartments, respectively. Second, as
Re number increases, the concentration gradient near the walls of the channel increases
due to reducing of the boundary layer thickness by increasing Re number and enhancing
advection mechanism.

Analysis of pressure drop versus Re number for a flat channel and cylindrical spacer
filled-channel revealed that flat channel has the lower pressure drop compare to cylindri-
cal corrugation as shown by Figure 6a. The pressure loss difference between cylindri-



cal spacer filled-channel and flat channel enhances drastically as Re number increases
from 40 to 100. The figure also shows that the pressure drop for concentrated solu-
tion is higher than dilute solution for similar geometry and Re number due to density
difference between the two solutions. Similar observation was reported in experiments
conducted by Zhu et al. (28).

The total resistance of a RED stack is sum of ohmic and non-ohmic resistances, as
discussed previously. In this work, the total area resistance of the dilute and concen-
trated solution compartments is calculated by dividing the area averaged potential for
the top wall of the channel by the current density at maximum power density of RED
unit cell, expressed by Equation 21:

r =
1

A j

∫
top wall

φ dA, [21]

where A is the active membrane area on top wall of a flat or corrugated channel, and
r is the total area resistance (ohmic and non-ohmic) of the concentrated or dilute com-
partments which is shown in Figure 6b for the concentrated solution (right vertical axis)
and for the dilute solution (left vertical axis) as a function of Re number, for both flat
channel and spacer-filled channel.

Three observations can be extracted from this figure. First, the resistance of dilute
solution is significantly larger the resistance of concentrated solution for a given Re
number and channel geometry, i.e. the resistance of the dilute solution controls the
resistivity of a RED stack and should be reduced to achieve higher net power output.
Second, introducing corrugations in a dilute solution channel reduces the resistivity
through wakes down stream of corrugations. The velocity streamlines are shown for a
cylindrical spacer-filled channel in Figure 7, when Re number is equal to 1 and 100.
The figure demonstrates that for a higher Reynolds numbers, the streamline pattern
in the down stream of corrugations are changing and wakes are developing, Figure 5.
Third, as the thickness of the boundary layer decreases with increasing Re, the average
concentration across the channel decreases for the dilute solution while it increases
for the concentrated solution, thus the resistivity of the dilute solution increases by
increasing Re number while resistivity of the concentrated solution decreases. This
effect is stronger at lower Re, i.e. Re number less than 40. Similar observation is
reported by Zhu et al. (28) that at lower velocities, the conductivity of dilute channels
increases considerably due to enhanced transport of ions from concentrated solution
into dilute solution. For high Re numbers (larger than 40), the variation of resistance
for both dilute and concentrated solutions in a flat or cylindrical spacer-filled channel is
small, since the concentration profiles for both dilute and concentration compartments
are very similar for Re = 40 or Re = 100 (It is worth mentioning that the resistivity of
concentrated solution is higher for cylindrical spacer filled-channel compared to a flat
channel at a fixed Re number. Another interesting observation is related to the scale
and magnitude of the variation of resistance for the dilute solution and concentrated
solution, when Re number is increasing or geometry of channel is varying. For example,
the resistivity of dilute solution for a flat channel increases for more than two times
when Re number increases from 1 to 40, while the resistivity of concentrated solution
decreases only by 15 %.

Considering Equation 2 and Figure 6b, the total resistivity of the unit cell can be
reduced by decreasing the flow velocity and introducing corrugations in the dilute solu-



(a)

(b)

Figure 6. (a) Influence of Re number and geometry of channel on the pressure drop of
the concentrated and dilute solution channels, (b) Influence of Re number and geometry
of channel on the resistance of the concentrated and dilute solution channels.

tion stream. Decreasing the flow velocity may result to increasing of diffusion bound-
ary layer resistance and accordingly one may find a trade off between decrease of dilute
solution resistance and increasing of diffusion boundary layer resistance at low flow
velocities as it is reported also by Zhu et al. (28). Increasing the flow velocity in con-
centrated solution stream will lead also to reduction of concentrated solution stream
resistance but this reduction is not very strong.

It is important to highlight that introducing corrugations or increasing Re number



(a) Re=1

(b) Re=100

Figure 7. Streamlines of the velocity adjacent to the cylindrical corrugations and devel-
oped wakes for Re=100.

not only affect the resistivity of a RED stack but will influence also on the required
energy for pumping of fluids in concentrated and dilute solutions. By increasing flow
velocity and introducing promoters, the pressure loss of the flow through channel in-
creases and one should find a balance between the mass flux enhancement and pressure
loss to maximize energy generation from RED.

Considering both the effect of reducing the Re number on reducing resistivity of
dilute solution and the pressure loss, one may conclude that reducing the flow rate in
the dilute channel not only enhances the conductivity of the dilute channel (and thereby
resistivity is reduced and the performance is improved), but will also lower the energy
for pumping the solution. Increasing the Re number beyond 40 for the concentrated so-
lution is not also that beneficial, since the change in resistance of concentrated solution
channel is insignificant while the pressure loss is considerable.

Conclusion

The effect of flow velocities and geometry of channel on resistivity of concentrated
and dilute solution channels in a reverse electrodialysis (RED) unit cell is addressed
based on CFD modeling, enabling simulation of flow, pressure drop, concentration and
electrical potential. The results show that the resistivity of dilute solution dominates
the resistivity of concentrated solution for all range of studied Re number and for both
flat channel and cylindrical spacer-filled channel. The produced electrical potential of a



RED unit cell improves by reducing the Re number and introducing flow promoters in a
dilute solution channel, due to enhanced solution conductivity. Introducing cylindrical
corrugations in a concentrated solution channel or increasing the flow velocity in a
dilute solution channel have an adverse effect on produced electrical potential due to
increasing resistivity. Therefore optimum flow velocity and geometry of concentrated
and dilute solution channels should not be identical.
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Nomenclature

A Available membrane area

EOCP Open circuit potential

F Faraday constant

I Current

j Current density

R Universal gas constant

rAEM Ohmic area resistance of AEM

rCEM Ohmic area resistance of CEM

Re Reynolds number

T Temperature

H Height of the channel

hd Heights of the dilute solutions compartments

L Length of the channel

∆p Pressure difference between inlet and outlet

ε Spacer porosity

Di Diffusivity



µ Dynamic viscosity

β Average perm-selectivity

φ Electrostatic potential

σ Mask fraction or spacer shadow factor

C Salt concentration of solution

Cc Concentration of the concentrated solution

Cd Concentrations of the dilute solution

Dc Corrugation diameter

Hc Height of the corrugation

hc Heights of the concentrated solutions compartments

kc Concentrated solution conductivity

kd Dilute solution conductivity

Li Length of inlet section

Lo Length of outlet section

Lsp Distance between the centre of two successive corrugations

N Number of corrugations

Pmax
RED Maximum power density

runit cell Unit cell resistance

uinlet Velocity at inlet

zi Valency


